
Good afternoon, this is FYI for Tuesday, January 7, it's 2:02 o'clock. This is Gordon 
Howard and we are privileged today to have Rev. David Chestnut with open door 
ministry and they are all about the challenges of addiction and I'm just going to go 
ahead and turn it over to Rev. David and I just let him start it off in the so than the full 
name of the ministry that you're with. What is it called again it's open door ministry and 
our website is open door addiction center.org that's open door addiction center.org 
Garmin program is for men and it's a 30, 60, 90 day program for men that struggle with 
the bondage or the life dominating sin addiction so I'm excited today to be here and on 
FYI and let people know here in the community about open-door what we have to offer 
and that there is hope over addiction and that's through Jesus Christ, amen. And so, 
where are you located where located at 199 E. Magnolia Lisbon Rd. that's 199 E. 
Magnolia Lisbon Rd. W. is located in in the Sampson County area were about 16 miles 
from my Clinton, I headed down for 21 down towards Harrelson where the intersection 
of Highway 903 and Highway 421 right there little Dell way community okay well it's 
good to know if anybody's actually physically well you know what I'm trying to say is 
how often do people come to the location or you go out in the community well 
open-door. Let me give you a little history. My name is course of pastor David Chestnut 
and I struggled with addiction myself for over 20 years, which was marijuana, alcohol, 
cocaine, crack cocaine, and so long, hard road to hoe. As they say, and I was in and out 
of the treatment planner treatment center Wilmington treatment center Fellowship on 
Greensboro AA, NA during those 20 years and got to the point. Back in 2003 where I 
just wanted to die. I thought I would never quit using drugs. There was no hope, and I 
was sick and tired of being sick and tired and I was down a dirt road, going to a hog 
farm one night and I was just going to end it all. And mom started telling me son, you 
just need Jesus. You just need Jesus and I was like I need something because what I'm 
doing is certainly not working so you know that time. I pray for the first time in a long 
time in Ascot acid. Please Lord, just find someone for me to go. I need help I want to be 
a good daddy, I want to be a good son. I want to be a good husband but I don't have the 
flip include what to do and you know I went to the hospital and from there I went to a 
detox and from there went to a program up in the mountains called Bethel colony of 
Mercy, and that's up in Lenore North Carolina okay see there's two views there's a 
medical view which is sickness and disease in the local view which is sin and that is 
what open-door ministry is we are the biblical view of second Corinthians 517 says it. 
Therefore, if I'm in Christ, am a new person. All things have passed away and all things 
become new. And that's what I need in my life Jesus. He makes all things new and God 
delivered me and set me free. Going through that 65 day program up at Bethel on when 
I came home from Bethel I just wanted to help other people like me. My parents were 
used to manufacture ladies clothing line that we sold all over Eastern United States. 
Simulators may remember it was called old Dell designs and we had an old sewing 
factory. My mom and dad retired, and that's the home of open-door ministry. Okay, we 
have about 3000 square-foot building. We have beds for 12 men. They can go through 
the program. At the time, you know, and I believe ministry starts in your own backyard 
and this ministry is literally in my mom and dad's backyard. They would lay down their 
life for their son to see him get off drugs so they gladly just gave a little piece of property 
to the Lord to help other people also wear small little 501(c)(3) nonprofit okay and so 
many years is your ministry been helping people since 2005 came home from Bethel in 



2003 I started going to Carolina Bible College, South Carolina. Because biblical studies 
are that will give them a shout out, but I just wanted to get into the word I want to learn 
more. I wanted to help more today. I refer to myself as a missionary to addicted men 
and their family. And that's what we started in 2005 and November 2005, we opened 
open-door officially and have been there since then and I've worked with over 1800 men 
that have come through that program, we average about 9200 men a year that are 
come through the program, actually. So basically what you got involved with this type of 
ministry was because of your own personal struggle that's exactly right. You know the 
Lord uses the paying the suffering of the things that we've been through to help others 
and I know what it's like to lie, to steal, and to to manipulate and not by the most 
beautiful thing is I know what forgiveness is in love, and these men they get trapped in 
the horrors of addiction and when you're out there on a daily basis. Just using drugs and 
trying to find ways and means to use more drugs is such a horrible way to live but you 
know if someone's out there and then listen to us in there in that position you just 
happen to be listening right now and I'm here today. Today, there is hope of God can 
change me if you can deliver me and set me free. There's hope for you to sometimes 
we need to go to a program like open door to get grounded and I tell folks all the time 
open-door is not a rehab or detox or treatment center where like a Bible college is like 
Bible school you go, there is all about God's word and that's the most important thing to 
be implanted in or have hearts is to have his word grounded in our hearts so we can live 
for him minutes. I struggle like everybody this listening but you know that's number one. 
That's right that screwing Scripture says we hide hide his word in our heart so that we 
would not sin against him. Mr. and so your position at the minister you consider the 
directly on the exec director pastor. Yes sir, we have a couple guys that are staff. We 
slowly work off of the love gifts and donations from churches. We were 100% ministry 
we get no federal, state, or any kind of funding or anything like that is strictly $20 here 
hundred dollars there that's that's how we survive and you know the Lord is provided for 
us since 2005, just enough, but there's always needed the ministry like you know Clorox 
paper towels. You know you like that we need Staples yes sir, along with money to pay 
the light bill that I Wear mission and where there to help a man you know God for bid 
when someone finally gets the point in their life when they won't help. And there's 
nowhere for them to go horrible. That would be, and we want to be there. That's the 
reason it's open-door. Our doors always open to help people. So, on average, how 
many people are there any given time. Max number for by men going to the program or 
its 12 have a total of 514 a bad subpoena to those beds are staff that are there 24 77 
days a week little bit of our schedule tale about a program of men wake up around 630. 
We have breakfast. Seven. 730 we have quiet time and then from my from 8 to 9 we 
have a class in the morning for the Gaza Bible teaching we also have some pastors and 
I challenge the pastors or brotherhood leaders out there they would like to come in and 
do a class sometime the men are just hungry on the edge of the seat for the word of 
God so after class we have what we call our workday and that's couple to Gaza, 
prepare the food that we and work in the kitchen a couple guys a housekeeping we go 
out in the community and rate yards and rake leaves and things like that thing. One of 
the problems with people struggle. Addiction is just pure sorry laziness euros and has 
come of the core you just get wrapped up and I can speak that for my own life, you bet 
that work and discipline and responsibility is huge boxes don't work, you don't eat so we 



want to teach a a good work ethic. There, the guys do one on one personal soul care 
canceling with the men and on Sunday. Of course we have visitation for the family 
sitcom, and we do some family canceling there with moms and dads and children and 
my wife. She helps with some work with someone otherwise you know what I put her 
through that she's there to help these women and let them know that they're not alone 
and so typically you so there's 30, 60 and 90 day program. That's right. Now what they if 
you go to our website. There's some videos YouTube videos North Carolina channel did 
a special about open-door year ago and they let us use some of the clips. Some really 
neat videos there from you to write on the website that's open-door addiction center.org 
open-door addiction · orgy yes it said that the program is broken into three stages. 30 
days is the first stage I of the program is sometimes about come through and you'll feel 
like that's enough. He may be in a crunch with a job yes you get back to work but then 
you can stay an additional 30 days which would roll over into the 60 day program that 
you can stay up to 90 days in the program so I wanted to make it flexible done this for a 
lot of years and we've had to tweak and make changes over the years to help more 
people right. How do you rate your success with this program, you know, I've been 
asked that question. That's a very good question and and I thought about that a lot over 
the years, but I had a guy tell me one time. He said David he said your success rate is 
really 100% out. I was at the 68% success rate through charts and graphs in all kinds of 
things over the years and keeping up with me and you tell me hundreds and he said 
because of a guy goes and stays there one hour or one day or one week, or year. Every 
one of those men hear the truth. John 832 said Jesus said you shall know the truth and 
the truth of set you free. God can deliver you and set you free. You know you and God 
gives you a new set of want to use Johnny Hunt's one of my favorite preachers and 
that's what he says all the time when God delivers a set you free. That he gives you a 
new set of won't do you want to do those things used to do anymore understand that's 
that's awesome about the testimony right there so no briefly just talk about how 
addiction affects families window to ripple effect and it carries on and to other 
generations. Yes it does in the you know, I'm sure we've all watched way too much on 
television and in a be honest with you I feel like we we we do a lot of talking about the 
opioid problem but too much talk and not enough action. You know there's a lot of talk 
about it. But when you're out there in the daily grind fighting the devil on daily basis and 
you see all this federal money going to teach for what you know and and I like the dare 
program there. It's it's good had mixed success in how many years that been around 
these drug abuse was held in Accra yeah yeah yeah and just like just say no yet all the 
way back to the 80's that's runaround admitted I'm not sure what the success rate is on 
that should maybe doesn't hold out worse but got worse is that Amanda doesn't seem to 
be working know it doesn't it doesn't because see the answer. We we've been looking 
for an answer on the wrong place. Examples it's the Lord. I know because I've been to 
find streams in our men and women, dreams, and I was told and 1990 that I was an 
addict and alcoholic and that there's no cure, and in fact my counselor told me upon her 
treatments and she said David your morning cucumber, but once you started drinking 
and drugging you became a pickle and once your pickle you can never be a cucumber 
again you have an incurable disease. But I'm here today to tell that lady that got 
delivered and set me free and I no longer cucumber pickle I'm a watermelon. The guide 
makes you a whole new thing and watermelon is nice and sweet not to like about writing 



it has lots of seeds in your plan. Have a lot of other path right yesterday goes back that 
verse originally segment is 517 if we are in Christ were new person with that new 
creation is so important as a poor old boy been beat down in bed on drugs and call you 
know the Bible says we condemn ourselves my own words and for me to say hi my 
name is David I'm out hauling attic of the devil. Boy he likes that. Tony, you know, no, 
no I'm not. I'm a child of God, I'm a sinner saved by God's marvelous grace, a man, a 
man that is wonderful. Working to take a brief break and come right back with Rev. 
David Chestnut. He is the Executive Director senior ministry minister. Rather, open-door 
ministry and we are having a fascinating conversation today about addiction primarily 
alcohol but I'm sure we'll talk about some of the other problems that were happening in 
our culture right now so will be back in couple minutes right here on FYI my weather 
forecast that through this evening. Gradual clearing skies will take place as that system 
moves away and the temperature is about 50 to 55 dusty breezes now and then that 
through this evening. Then Lena wins tonight temperatures overnight. In the mid-30s, 
mostly clear skies mid 50s expected Wednesday and Thursday partly to mostly sunny 
today kinda cloudy on Friday and the temperature around 6768 chance of showers by 
Friday night into the weekend for the WP might be whether center the Simi route to 10 
rent housewife pharmacy high priority is you how smart pharmacy is a full-service 
pharmacy. We offer medication reviews. We have vitamins and most over-the-counter 
needs, including diabetic supplies and offer a wide variety of immolation how smart 
pharmacy offers personal service healthcare service and the same friendly faces low 
prescriptions online prescriptions and a convenient drive through how smart pharmacy 
is a hallmark crown start care is wide to Yankee candles gives her special occasion 
three locations to serve You Something Quite Hard Dr., Suite 103 Crossroads Amy 
9197 Cleveland Rd., Clayton 127 Mass Dr., Garner contact how smart pharmacy in 
Benson at 919 938 3800 1130 WP why good afternoon and we've only got about 12 
minutes left of FYI and working to go back to Rev. David Chestnut, the executive 
minister and director of open-door ministry and David the joke in which drugs are 
abused. Most and how do they support the habit yeah well you right now I mentioned 
earlier before the break, about the opioid problem and you know over since 2005 when I 
first started open-door. It seemed like most of the folks that came to the program 
struggle with cocaine and marijuana, alcohol, and ended few pills but then around 2000 
1314 there was such an increase on the opioid problem and I would hear this story over 
and over again a young guy would come in and say I was in high school I twisted my 
knee playing football and I went to the emergency room and a doctor you give me a 
script for Percocet and then you and next thing you know I'm bottom off the street you 
know that they get addicted and and that's how it starts and the problem we've passed a 
lot of legislature and stuff like that. That's helped the doctors not write the scripts like 
they used to. Is harder to get from the doctor so that eliminates that what they call the 
doctor hopping where per person will go to to three doctors to get their needs so they've 
restructured that. But what's happened now is there's less pills on the street but now 
there's heroin. Heroin is a problem now while it's unbelievable the amount of heroin and 
I know our law enforcement. They're doing everything they can their fight in on a daily 
basis but it's unbelievable the amount of heroin and also you've heard the word fit no 
since 2015 81 guys that I worked with have died and half of those were from fit. No, you 
know guy will do good and you'll stay clean for a year or so and then sometimes they'll 



go back and though they'll do they'll start doing the same amount of drugs, or think they 
could do the same monitor as it did before but it's a legal lethal dose and it kills him. 
Thank God that the sheriff deputies in law enforcement and our EMS guys have the 
Narcan to be able many guys have come to open-door just in the last year 2019 that 
were Narcan say their life right together. You have the biggest problem this out there 
today is hair one when I was a kid growing up I smoked little pot drank a little beer on 
the weekend. You know you think that's normal. But today the kids are getting together 
and their shooting heroin. I mean, that is what's going on. That's how they're starting out 
with the most addictive substance there is on this earth is opiate heroin is just 
unbelievable and I don't know how to respond except it's a it's very troubling, no doubt 
and work will talk about the medical view versus the biblical view of addiction. I mean 
right you know this, polarizes sort like our culture. Now it's polarized politically in this 
assorted kind of goes along with that to I think right in the bed. I have a lot of experience 
in that because I've the first 20 years when I was struggling with addiction. I went the 
medical view route. I mentioned that earlier the pickle of the cucumber. That's the 
medical view that you have an incurable disease called addiction. But then there's a 
biblical view and that biblical view is the sin what you're doing when is sending in first 
John 19 says if we confess our sins, that he is faithful and just to cleanse us of our sins 
and all unrighteousness. And that's the is the soul the conscience the deep very being 
of the person is all about forgiveness. You know, one of the I teach five principles that 
open-door ministry and principal. One is that we must live by the Scriptures, live by the 
Scriptures you know Jesus said I'm the way the truth and the life. You know, so I believe 
if we walk his way we will know the truth about all things and we will have a life so we 
must live by the Scripture. Second, we must protect and guard our thought life. We have 
to protect and guard a thought life. It all starts with a fault. So we've got to do that, you 
know the word says take every thought captive and lining up to the obedience of Christ. 
The next thing is we have to cultivate you no good. North Carolina East Northline term 
cultivate like dropping that Deist down into the soil. You know, we had to cultivate the 
right kind of relationships with the right kind of people. I heard a true pastor say one 
time. Let me see. Five. Your friends and tell you what kind of person or what what 
you're doing. So we got have the right kind of relations left. The next thing is we must 
submit to discipline you know a lot of people struggle drugs. I have a real part problem 
with authority figures their parents. That is probably one of the key issues now in our 
society is because of the brokenness of the families of the high divorce rate over the 
last 50 years and there's there's this lack of respect. That is, it carries over into the 
public school system and how they interact with public authorities, i.e., police and others 
right and you know that fifth and final to live by is to praise God continuously. We will 
praise God continues. That's what this radio station as I listen to it driving up in Nelson 
all some great music and and that you you gotta praise God can do is you got it started 
what you want to keel that old way of life and you gotta feed what you want to build that 
new way of life when this is the Mason conversation. We could probably continue well 
into the next 1/2 an hour but were going to have to keep moving along at your so your 
personal cell phone, phone number, so in case somebody wants this out to you is 
910-549-8130 if you got questions about the program and open-door just need prayer 
right and the you had mentioned a verse first Peter 57 something and yet quote from 
actually, there is I wanted to share this on your years ago I mentioned that you know I 



wanted. I was on down that dirt road and I just I was getting to the end, you know, and I 
was just sick and tired of being sick and tired, and I wound up going to the emergency 
room and went to a detox and my mom mentioned her saying that tell me I just needed 
Jesus, you know, so I'm telling you moms you be wise keep on praying. Keep on 
knocking, keep on asking okay. If you have a family member struggling because my 
mom brought me a Bible to that detox. And this is before I went to Bethel colony in 
2003, but open that Bible up and it was a Mexican to study Bible and I've memorized 
this little appointment. It said as long as Jesus is one of many options. He's not an 
option. As long as you can carry your burden along you do not need a burden bear. If 
your situation brings you grief you will receive no comfort as long as you can take him or 
leave him. You might as well leave him because he won't be taken halfheartedly. But 
when you get to the point of sorrow for your sins. And there's truly no other name you 
can call on and cast all your cares on him for he cares for you. That's first Peter 57 and 
that was a prayer that I pray that Sue was a turning point in my life that swung me in a 
whole new direction. I went from that medical view of sickness and disease so that 
biblical view at surrender. You know we got a surrender to win surrender to win. That is 
an awesome praise right there that really that's very touching. So you do go out and 
speak to local churches is served over the years of hundreds of churches of got to 
share my testimony and a lot of times we we take the me and we goes a group and we 
always say we sing for food to change the subject everything to have a addiction to food 
out SIA, particularly if you've grown up in eastern North Carolina. Yes sir, but we go to a 
lot of churches in and give testimonies and saying for the congregation in the news. 
Without you have a little potluck covered dish so that in and you know I'm all for mission 
work. I've been to Honduras, El Salvador and Nicaragua with our IMB international 
mission were missionaries and that work needs to be done but you know we've got so 
many young people. I mean our schools and and everything some young people are 
searching. And Jesus said to the Jew first, we've got to help you write your own 
backyard hike are totally in support ministries like open-door that are trying everything 
they can to rescue these men that's also because you know it starts right here in this 
country if we don't save our culture and our society. This city on a hill that Ronald 
Reagan what once referred to us is going to disintegrate and the weakness for we've 
got to put it together hold it together and it really does. It starts here at home and so you 
talk about how local churches can help you in this fight against the elements of the air, 
and that's exactly what is you yeah he is and he's not winning the devils not winning the 
Lord is when we know we've read the last chapter, that's right. In Revelation, then not 
always say the devil he's a lose lose certain set for he's a loser yet he's loose right now. 
We might yeah and he has no more power greater and he's in me that he's in world but 
you know you you have to be ready for the fight but how prayer is that we we we need 
to pray for us as we fight the devil in his arsenal hate against us on a daily basis. We 
need you to pray house and then also you know you cannot help us. You can go to our 
website. Open-door addiction · or scroll down to the bottom of the homepage and 
there's little PayPal where you can make a little donation in IT that's greatly needed and 
I promise you this, when you so into open-door ministry you so into good soil that's good 
to hear it's wonderful just like you're talking about becoming a watermelon yes and okay 
and are there any beds available today we have two beds available right now, this time 
a year. Of course, we usually are full with a waiting list right but we do have two beds 



available on for guys to come in any stage of the program course at one starts off that 
30 day program and we're would love to talk to you like say my phone number, cell and 
personal cell number is 910-549-8130 and that's what the Lord is called me to do to be 
a missionary to addicted men and their families. And you know if you're struggling, 
you're hurting you just want me to pray for you I would be honored to do that 
wholesome again. Your website is open-door addiction · or that's right. Or you can call 
at 910905322175 and again your phone number directly or cell number is 910-549-8130 
correct okay and I wish we had more time but were sadly out the time and this is been a 
fascinating interview today with Rev. David Chestnut, Executive Director and senior 
minister with open-door ministry located in the lower part of Sampson County Dell Way, 
North Carolina, and I'm hoping it up pretty soon you can come back and we can get into 
more details of some of the work that you're been able to thank you again for being 
here, and God bless you and the work that you do. Thank you God bless all housewife 
pharmacy high priority is you how smart pharmacy is a full-service pharmacy. We offer 
medication reviews. We have vitamins and most over the counter needs including 
diabetic supplies and offer a wide variety of immolation how smart pharmacy offers 
personal service healthcare service and the same friendly faces low prescriptions online 
prescriptions and a convenient drive through how smart pharmacy is a hallmark crown 
start care is wide to Yankee candles gives her special occasion. Three locations to 
Serve You Something Quite Dr., Suite 103. These crossroads eight, 9197 Cleveland 
Rd., Clayton 127 Mass Dr., Garner contact how smart pharmacy in Benson at 919 938 
3800 writers muffler and audit services more than just shot full-service auto center 
specializing in automotive pairs such as all changes right condition exhaust system, all 
parts and guarantee trained technicians Junior ran short automotive service will be done 
right the first time gladly give you free asked short on cash. MasterCard gladly accepted 
writers muffler out of service 1007 your local source automotive services has been to 
the phone right out of service a call 10 892-5047 writers muffler and the town and


